
1 Plate tectonics





Four layers make up the Earth

 Crust

 Mantle

 Outer core

 Inner core

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9j1xGaxYzY





Lithosphere

Earth’s crust and solid upper mantle

Asthenosphere

Partially melted.

Lithosphere floats on top. 





Continental crust

Thick, averaging between 30 km and 70 km in 

thickness.

Made up of light rocks, e.g. granite.

Made from silica and alumina (SIAL).
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Oceanic crust 

Thinner than the continental crust, averaging between 3 
km and 10 km.

Made up of heavy rocks, e.g. basalt.

Made from silica and magnesium (SIMA).
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Theory of plate tectonics

Explains why the plates of the earth are moving.

The main idea (theory) was proposed by Alfred Wegener in 

1912.

Earth’s crust consists of plates that move or float on the mantle.

Movement is caused by convection currents in the mantle.

Plates diverge, converge or slide past each other.
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Proof of continental drift

 Continental fit – “Jigsaw puzzle”.

 Similar fossils found around the world.

 Common rock types on different continents.

 Matching glacial deposits.









Theory of continental drift
Continents were once all joined 

together as Pangaea. ……..a 
supercontinent.

200 million years ago Pangaea 
began to break apart.

Pangaea divided into Laurasia
and Gondwanaland…

They further divided into the 
continents we know today….

In millions of years time?????













Magma Convection currents 

•Magma heats; rises and moves towards the upper 

mantle.

•The magma flows sidewards, then cools and sinks.

•Circular movement causes plate movement.



Red represents the 

newest crust of the earth.  

The further from red the 

older the crust.  Where is 

Ireland? 



• Ocean floor widens; magma rises from within the mantle and fills 

the opening.

• The rocks found further from the plate divide are older so older 

rocks are found closer towards continents.







• Names

• Plate movement

• Feature created

• Example of each



Plate boundaries

There are three types of plate boundaries:

 Divergent (boundaries of construction).

 Convergent (boundaries of destruction).

 Transform (passive boundaries). 



1. Divergent (constructive boundaries)

New crust is formed.

Mid-ocean ridges created (Mid-Atlantic Ridge).

Plates separate and move away from each other.

Example: American and Eurasian plates.





2. Convergent (boundaries of destruction)

Three types of destructive boundaries:

1. Oceanic-oceanic:  where two ocean plates collide

2. Oceanic-continental:  where an ocean and continental plate 

collide

3. Continent-continental:  where two continental plates collide



Oceanic – Oceanic:

What happens? 

Subduction occurs (heavier plate forces its way under the 

lighter plate).

What is formed?

Ocean trenches and island arcs can be formed.

Proof?

Example: Japan





Oceanic - Continental:

What happens? 

What is formed?.

Proof?



Continental - Continental:

What happens? 

What is formed?.

Proof?



3. Transform (passive boundaries)

Crust is neither created nor destroyed.

Plates slide past each other.

The line along which the plates slide is known as a fault 
line.

Known as transform faults = e.g. the San Andreas Fault in 
California.

























1. Who proposed the Theory of Plate 

Tectonics?

2. What is the main idea of this theory?

3. What causes the plates of the earth to 

move?

4. What causes magma to move in the mantle?

5. What is sea floor spreading? Who proposed 

this?

6. What was Pangea?

7. What proof do we have that the continents 

of the earth were once all joined together?



7. What are the three types of plate 

boundary?

8. Name examples of each plate boundary?

9. What feature is generally found at each 

boundary?

10. Can you name a famous world feature 

found at each of the main boundary types?


